READ & LEARN TO EARN PRIZES!

Grab any book, comic, e-book, picture book, or even an audiobook — they all count! Listening to someone read aloud counts, as well as, any active learning activity. Below are a few suggested activities, and visit acpl.info/spark for even more ideas. Dream big and create your own adventure!

**Baby – Kindergarten**
- Draw or color a picture together.
- Read a folktale to your child.
- Look for animals outside and talk about what they’re doing.
- Attend ACPL Storytime at the park.
- Look at a wordless picture book and talk about the story.
- Practice deep breathing by blowing bubbles and smelling flowers.

**Grades 1 – 6**
- Draw a character from your favorite book.
- Ask a grown-up to tell you about a memory from their childhood.
- Take a walk in nature. Make notes about what you see, hear, and smell.
- Read to a friend or to a pet.
- Try a new vegetable or fruit.

**Grades 7 – 12**
- Make up a dance to your favorite song.
- Build a model vehicle using recyclable items.
- Create a piece of art using only things you can find in nature.
- Learn a new word and use it in conversation.
- List all the things you are grateful for. Come back to it any time you need encouragement.

**Adults**
- Visit an art museum in-person or virtually.
- Visit scistarter.org to participate in a citizen science project.
- Go outside and sketch or write about the nature around you.
- Learn a new riddle, and then write one yourself.
- Listen to an audiobook on Hoopla about wellness or self-help.

**All Abilities**
- Dance to one of your favorite songs.
- Write down a word that accurately describes you.
- Play a board game you’ve never played. You can check one out from the library!
- Learn a new joke — or make one up.
- Listen to relaxing music and take slow, deep breaths.

**ADVENTURE BEGINS AT YOUR LIBRARY.**

**SIGN UP**
Register at your library or at acpl.info/SPARK

**WIN**
Earn amazing books and other prizes for daily reading and learning this summer.

**SPARK**
Visit your local library for fun, free events and activities all summer long!
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Mark a space every day you read or complete an activity!

Earn a prize at the end of each level! The last day to pick up prizes is Saturday, August 3.

Check out the Beanstack app or visit acpl.info/spark to track your progress online, find suggested activities, recommended reads, and more!

15 DAYS COMPLETED!
You’ve earned your first prize! Stop by any ACPL location to pick up your book! Anyone over 18, come pick up a new notebook.

30 DAYS COMPLETED!
Way to go - time for another book prize!

45 DAYS COMPLETED!
You did it! Now stop by for your own tote bag (and another book if you’re under 18).